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T
he experimental determination of
crystal termination in nanostructures
is not an easy task in conventional

transmission electron microscopy, since
only an aberrated two-dimensional projec-
tion of the structure can be directly imaged
in themicroscope.1 In non-centrosymmetric
crystals, i.e., polar crystals (which have no
inversion symmetry), intermediate steps in
the characterization of the crystal polarity2

and the object morphology are required,
which are both not trivial. A polar crystal
slab ends with opposite atomic surfaces
having different chemical reactivities3 or
different electronic behavior in the con-
tacts.4 Therefore the determination of crys-
tal polarity actually has fundamental and
technological implications, especially for
the integration of these nanostructures as
building blocks in electronic and photonic
devices. In the case of epitaxially grown
extended structures, it is well established
that the orientation (and thus the polarity)
of the grown structure is dictated by the
(known) crystallographic orientation of the
substrate.5 Experimental techniques such as
transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and especially convergent beam electron
diffraction (CBED)2,6 or X-ray photoelectron
diffraction (XPD)7 can be used to solve the
polarity termination of bulk extended struc-
tures, but in the case of nanostructures
these techniques are of more difficult appli-
cation. This is very unfortunate, since the
information on polarity could be exploited
for clarifying issues such as the growth
mechanism of nanostructures and their sur-
face properties, and in addition it could be
coupled to other experimental techniques
and to modeling.

One popular example of nanostructures
is representedby colloidal nanocrystals of II�VI

semiconductors in the hexagonal wurtzite

structure.8�14 These nanocrystals can be eas-

ily grown in shapes that are elongated along

their polar c-axis or even in branched shapes

consisting of various elongated domains con-

nected at branching points, and recently also

in nanosheets, by using specific surfactant

molecules and synthesis conditions.13,15�17

Techniques such as nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) and Fourier transform infrared
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ABSTRACT The ability to determine the

atomic arrangement and termination of various

facets of surfactant-coated nanocrystals is of

great importance for understanding their growth

mechanism and their surface properties and

represents a critical piece of information that

can be coupled to other experimental techniques

and to calculations. This is especially appealing in

the study of nanocrystals that can be grown in

strongly anisotropic shapes, for which the relative growth rates of various facets can be

influenced under varying reaction conditions. Here we show that in two representative cases of

rod-shaped nanocrystals in the wurtzite phase (CdSe(core)/CdS(shell) and ZnSe(core)/ZnS(shell)

nanorods) the terminations of the polar facets can be resolved unambiguously by combining

advanced electron microscopy techniques, such as aberration-corrected HRTEM with exit wave

reconstruction or aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM. The [0001] and [000�1] polar directions

of these rods, which grow preferentially along their c-axis, are revealed clearly, with one side

consisting of the Cd (or Zn)-terminated (0001) facet and the other side with a pronounced

faceting due to Cd (or Zn)-terminated {10�1�1} facets. The lateral faceting of the rods is

instead dominated by three nonpolar {10�10} facets. The core buried in the nanostructure

can be localized in both the exit wave phase and HAADF-STEM images.

KEYWORDS: polarity . wurtzite . nanocrystals . HRTEM . HAADF-STEM .
exit wave reconstruction
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(FT-IR) spectroscopy can be used to identify the stabi-
lizing agents that actually bind strongly to the surface
of nanocrystals and therefore influence their growth. This
information, in combination with simple considerations
of surface energy, with calculations,18�25 and with the
experimental evidence of the different morphologies
obtained by growth under various reaction conditions,26

may help to make reasonable conclusions on facet
polarities.
In nanorods of II�VI semiconductors, for example,

much can be guessed from the type of surfactants used
to control the growth of the nanocrystals.19,20 These
surfactants bind preferentially to the metallic atom (e.g.,
Cd or Zn), so that the polar facets, i.e., those facets that
expose only one type of atom (either cations or anions),
should be terminated preferentially by themetallic atom,

that is the cation. In addition to that, polar facets in which
the metallic species expose too many dangling bonds
should be unstable and tend to be replaced by other
facets, which could be either nonpolar facets or even
other higher index polar facets with metallic atoms
exposing a lower number of dangling bonds. The differ-
ences in chemical reactivities between the polar termina-
tions in nanocrystals of II�VI semiconductors have been
exploited also in the growth of either a metal domain
(most often Au) or a semiconductor domain at one tip of
the nanorods.27�31 Studies on the oriented attachment
of CdS nanorods are in agreement with the presence of
two opposite polar terminations with respect to the
c-axis, with different chemical reactivities.32 Another ex-
ample is represented by colloidal wurtzite core/shell
CdSe/CdS nanorods consisting of an approximately

Figure 1. (a) Low-magnification bright field TEM view of a group of CdSe/CdS nanorods. The inset shows a sketch of the particle
structure as it is known from the literature. (b) Topviewsof thewurtzite structure for CdS, facing the (10�10) and (11�20) surfaces.
The cation (Cd) is blue, and the anion (S) is green. The cations have one bond toward the [0001] direction and three toward the
[000�1] direction. When seen along the [11�20] direction, the Cd�S dumbbell (indicated by the dashed circle) has a projected
separation of about 0.14 nm. (c) Simulated image intensity (at the conditions described in Table T1 of the Supporting Information)
and EW amplitude and phase, together with the projected potential, as a function of thickness for a CdS wedge (from 2 to 6 nm
thick) oriented along the [11�20] zone axis. The image intensity and EWamplitude showcontrast transfer at about 4 nm thickness
(see themarked area in the image) fromCd toward S due to amplitude channeling, complicating a direct assignment of the atoms
in the HRTEM image, while the EW phase still stays peaked on Cd atoms, as expected from the potential image.
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spherical CdSe core encased in a thick, rod-shaped CdS
shell (Figure 1a).33�35 These rods often have a flat
termination on one side and a sharpened tip on the
opposite side, with respect to their elongation direction,
again along the c-axis (see sketch in Figure 1a). Also, it
was found that the CdSe core is often located toward one
side of the nanorod and not really at its center (this
localization was possible both by strain analysis techni-
ques based on lattice spacing variations34,36 and by the
ionization signal of the Se in the core).36,37 The asym-
metric location of the core indicates that the rods grow
faster in one polar direction along the c-axis than in the
opposite one (see inset in Figure 1a).
All the studies discussed above clearly pointed to a

difference in reactivity between the polar terminations of
wurtzite nanocrystals and in the growth rates along the
opposite directions of their c-axis.37 A direct separation of
the [0001] and the [000�1] directions was given by
McBride et al.38 and by Rosenthal et al.39 via ultrahigh
resolution in the TEM, by means of spherical aberration
correction in the scanning mode (high-angle annular dark
field (HAADF)-STEM),40,41 so as to resolve thecation�anion
dumbbells in the structure (see the sketches in Figure 1b).
In the present work, we report an experimental

identification of the polarity in rod-shaped wurtzite
nanocrystals (Figure 1a) by direct imaging in the TEM,
not only in scanning mode (HAADF-STEM) but also in
imaging mode (HRTEM).42 In HRTEM we retrieve the
complex wave function after the electrons have trav-
eled through the sample (called the exit wave, or EW) to
separate amplitude and phase and address the two
atomic columns in the dumbbell. In this way it is possible
to distinguish between the [0001] and the [000�1]
directions along the c-axis also in HRTEM, such that the
terminations of the two opposite polar surfaces can be

seen. Besides the information on polarity, other impor-
tant features can bederived, for example, which surfaces
are forming the lateral facets of the nanorods and
whether some atomic columns are missing at their
edges. From multiple projections of the same nanocrys-
tal, a model for the 3D structure can be proposed. This
permits us to identify dominant lateral or tip facets.
Additionally, the location of the core in core/shell nano-
rods can be extracted from both EW and HAADF-STEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Determination of the Polarity. Figure 1c shows the
results of a HRTEM simulation on a CdS wedge of
increasing thickness. Despite that Cd atoms (Z = 48)
are heavier than S atoms (Z= 16), the condition of weak
phase object approximation is not fulfilled, except at
very low thicknesses, and the recorded image is a
mixture of amplitude and phase contrast,43 with the
contrast in the image affected by the amplitude trans-
fer from Cd to S columns. This depends on the extinc-
tion distance, i.e., the distance along z over which the
wave amplitude is transferred back and forth once on a
column and which is different for Cd and S columns
(being shorter for Cd).1 As a result, at 4 nm thickness
the intensity from the S column atoms reaches the
intensity of the Cd column atoms, and it becomes
dominant at higher thicknesses, making the interpre-
tation of the acquired image nontrivial. The procedure
to extract the phase factor and to remove constant
factors is based on the channeling theory and is
explained in the Methods section.44 As a result, the
calculated phase is peaked on the Cd atoms also at
higher thicknesses, giving a direct interpretation of the
structure in terms of the projected potential. This
demonstrates that the retrieval of the object EW phase

Figure 2. (a) Viewof a CdSe/CdS rod along the [11�20] zone axis, froma singleHRTEM image of the focal series, with resolved
Cd�S dumbbells, appearing bright as expected in NCSI conditions. From single HRTEM images, it is hard to distinguish Cd
columns from S columns. (b, d) Experimental and (c, e) simulated EW phase from the set of 20 images of the two ends of the
nanorod. The bright spots of the dumbbells in the phase correspond to Cd atoms, according to Figure 1c. The flat side of the
rod (b, c) can then be addressed as the [0001] polar side, exposing Cd atoms,while the tip (d, e) is oriented toward the [000�1]
direction. The blue lines follow the Cd atoms at the edge of a (10�1�1) facet.
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is then necessary to unambiguously address the two
atoms in the dumbbells by HRTEM. The phase of the
EW can be used to probe the thickness and composi-
tional change at atomic scale in the [11�20] projec-
tions (where the dumbbells can be clearly resolved; see
Figure 1b). Moreover, the contrast in the EW phase has
approximately linear dependence on the atomic num-
ber Z, being suitable to enhance the contribution of
light elements such as sulfur.

As a complementary quantitative technique we used
HAADF-STEM, working on a FEI Titan3 50-80 microscope
equipped with both image and probe correctors and
working at 120 or 300 kV. This technique has beenmainly
exploited to solve the lateral faceting of the nanorods,
makinguseof threeprojections ([2�1�10], [10�10], and
[11�20]) from the same rod. The dynamical propagation
has a lower effect on theHAADF-STEM images,where the
intensity can be considered approximately incoherent
and proportional to the square of the atomic number
(Z2),45 giving a more directly interpretable measurement
of a single image, but enhancing the contrast for heavier
elements. The two techniques (aswill be shown further in
the text) gave consistent results.

In Figure 2a a CdSe/CdS rod is displayed. The imaging
conditions of imaging are close to the optimal calculated
values (see Table T1 in the Supporting Information). The
Cd�S projected dumbbells show a bright contrast, as
expected from the imaging conditions at negative sphe-
rical aberration (NCSI).43 To reduce the delocaliza-
tion46 and to discriminate between Cd and S atomic
columns as explained above, we retrieved the EW phase.
The results are presented in Figure 2b,c for the flat tip of
the rod. First, the orientation of the dumbbells reveals
that theflat tipof the rod is formed in the [0001] direction.
The faceted tip of the rod should then be in the [000�1]
direction, as revealed clearly in Figure 2d,e (see also
Figure S2c,d in the Supporting Information).

Our findings agree with the previous HAADF-STEM
results on CdSe-based core/shell nanocrystals39 and
represent a further experimental proof of the hypoth-
esis formulated in many works.13,14,47 They are indeed
consistent with the dangling bonds arguments dis-
cussed in the introduction. For example it has been
shown that the polar (0001) facet can be stabilized in a
reconstructed (2�2) surface by means of vacancies or
adsorbates (such as the ligands).3,14,48 The (000�1)

Figure 3. (a) Cross-section viewof a Cd�S layer from the rodmodel in (f) used for simulations (withdominant {10�10} facets).
(b, c) Integrated profiles of the EW phase from the simulation and the experiment, both with an asymmetry as expected from
the thickness profile along the dashed line in (a). (d) Faceting of a CdSe/CdS rod from HAADF-STEM projections. (e) The
integrated profile is symmetric in the [10�10] orientation, while it is asymmetric in the [11�20] and [2�1�10] projections,
confirming that the nonpolar side facets developed during growth are indeed {10�10}.
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facet terminated by Cd atoms is instead much less
thermodynamically stable, such that the (000�1) di-
rection is actually the faster growth direction.3 This
explains also why the core is located closer to the flat
tip, ending with a (0001) facet. This picture seems
common to many wurtzite nanowires and nanorods.

We recently reported the growth of octapod-
shaped nanocrystals consisting of eight wurtzite CdS
pods branching out from an octahedral-shaped spha-
lerite CdSe core.49,50 In the octapods, four pods had a
flat termination and the other four presented a shar-
pened tip.47 This peculiarity in the octapods can be
rationalized by considering the following: (i) in one
group of four pods, each pod ends with a flat polar
{0001} facet, again exposing Cd atoms with single
dangling bonds; (ii) in the other group of four pods,
each pod ends with multiple {10�1�1} facets, rather
than with a flat {000�1} facet. The symmetry of the
octapod is indeed tetrahedral rather than octahedral
due to the polarity of the wurtzite structure.

Faceting of the Rods. For a comprehensive discussion
of the termination beyond {0001} facets one needs to
characterize the facets and their preferential termination.

To this aim, we note that an integrated profile of the EW
phase reveals an asymmetry, compatible with an asym-
metric lateral faceting (Figure 3). We compared experi-
mental and simulated EW phase profiles for themodel in
Figure 3ahaving threeof the six nonpolar {10�10} facets
as the dominant ones. To confirm this result, we show
three projections from the same rod, namely, [2�1�10],
[10�10], and [11�20], acquired using HAADF-STEM
(Figure 3d). It is clear that the rod in the [2�1�10] and
[11�20] orientations has opposite asymmetric profiles,
whereas in the [10�10] orientation it has a symmetric
profile, confirming the predominant {10�10} faceting
(Figure 3e,f). The angles made by the atomic column
projections at the tip reveal that the facets forming the tip
are compatible with {10�1�1} surfaces also exposing
Cdatoms (seealsoFigureS4 in theSupporting Information,
and the blue lines of terminal Cd atoms in Figure 2d,e).
These facets expose Cd atoms with a lower number of
dangling bonds (one and a half per atomon average) with
respect to the three of the (000�1) surface.

It is difficult to explain the dominant presence of
lateral {10�10} facets by mere considerations on forma-
tion energy for the (11�20) and (10�10) nonpolar

Figure 4. (a) Close-up view of a nonpolar side {10�10} edge region of the rod in Figure 2. The crosses mark columns of very
dark contrast, due tomissing S atoms in the columns. These surface atoms are probably removed due to beam irradiation. (b)
EWphase fromaZnSe/ZnSnanorod, obtained after cation exchange reaction fromCdSe/CdS rods (with color code to enhance
visualization). The dumbbells from the region contoured with the dashed line clearly show a higher phase change due to the
presence of Se in the core. Moreover, some cation columns in the shell show a higher phase change: they could contain Cd
atoms that have not been replacedby Zn atoms. (c) Experimental HAADF-STEM imageof a CdSe/CdS and a ZnSe/ZnSnanorod
in [11�20] projections. The STEM analysis confirms the results from EW retrieval (the flat part of the rod is the Cd (Zn)-
terminated (0001) surface). The ZnSe core is more visible in the ZnS shell than the CdSe one in CdS due to the contrast
dominated by Cd in the CdSe/CdS case (contrast scaling as ∼Z2). (d) Simulated linear HAADF-STEM images of the CdSe/CdS
and ZnSe/ZnS nanorods, confirming the experimental result of better visibility of the ZnSe core with respect to CdSe.
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surfaces. The calculated surface energies for the two
surfaces are indeed very similar, the difference being
about 0.01 eV/Å2.12,18,51 Furthermore, the presence of
edges in these quite large rods does not affect in a
significant way the surface properties and perhaps only
locally. Indeed, it has been shown that the surface energy
of a rod facet is close to that of the corresponding clean
infinite surface.18 Different experimental12,52 and compu-
tational studies51 support of our findings that reveal a
preference for {10�10} facets (and ascribed to a slightly
shorter relaxation depth accompanied by a slightly larger
residual surface polarization), while other works predict
the {11�20} facets as the favored ones.14,18

There are other aspects that canbe addresses after the
Cd and S atoms have been distinguished. By careful
inspection we can see that the contrast from S atoms is
somewhere missing in external dumbbells, pointing to
expelledatoms fromthe structure (Figure4a). Apossibility
is that S atoms are preferentially knocked out from the
structure at an incident energyof theelectronbeamequal
to 200 kV53 and that this process starts at the surface,
where the surface S atoms are less strongly bound to the
Cdatoms than the S atoms in the bulk of the nanocrystals.
Indeed similar nanorods have been shown to undergo
progressive etching from the external edges by contin-
uous imaging under the electron microscope.11

Location of the Core. We also analyzed the ZnSe/ZnS
nanorods, obtained from the CdSe/CdS rods by cation
exchange. After such exchange, the rods preserved the
structure of the pristine CdSe/CdS rods,36 as can be
seen in Figure 4b, where the phase after EW recon-
struction is presented. Remarkably, the phase image
shows in addition clear evidence of the ZnSe core
buried in the ZnS shell. This is related to the effect of
the heavy Se atom columns producing a stronger
phase change than the S columns,54 as expected. An
alternative method to directly visualize the core with
high spatial resolution is aberration-corrected HAADF-
STEM. It is easier to see the core region in ZnSe/
ZnS nanorods with respect to CdSe/CdS nanorods,
due to the high dominant contrast produced by Cd

columns in the latter system (Cd are the heaviest
ones). In Figure 4c,d the HAADF-STEM images after
deconvolution of the probe55 are compared with
simulations, demonstrating this point . Another inter-
esting aspect is that also some cation columns in the
ZnS shell present a stronger phase change. This is
probably related to the presence of residual Cd atoms
not replaced by Zn atoms. Also, by a careful look at
Figure 4b it is possible to see that columnswith higher
contrast are more often found on the [000�1] side
of the rods with respect to the core. This confirms
the higher reactivity of the (000�1) surface, resulting
in increasing diffusion (i.e., intermixing beween the
atoms from the core and the ones in the shell) toward
this direction.

It is worth mentioning that in previous works CdSe
(or ZnSe) cores buried inside CdS (ZnS) nanorods were
visualized by strain mapping from single HRTEM
images.34,36 However, the accuracy and spatial re-
solution that can be obtained thanks to EW phase
retrieval or HAADF-STEM are higher than with those
methods.

Bridging of Atomic Columns. A remarkable difference of
these ZnSe/ZnS rods with respect to their parent CdSe/
CdS rods is that some of them are connected by Zn�S
bridging columns (Figure 5). Two different types of
connections can be found, depending on whether
polar or nonpolar facets are involved. As a result, the
rods can be connected parallel (nonpolar facets
junction) or in a zigzag geometry (polar facets junction).
This process of connection between rods can be
related to reduced passivation occurring during the
cation exchange process, which can lead to selective
aggregation at the tips (for instance, the excess of Zn2þ

together with S2� ions redissolved in the solution can
form Zn�S bridges and shell overgrowth on the lateral
facets).

CONCLUSIONS

By means of EW reconstructions, we demonstrated
that it is possible to unequivocally assign the Cd and S

Figure 5. Some ZnSe/ZnS rods are connected by Zn�S bridges of atoms: (a) polar planes in a bottom-to-bottom junction,
creating a zigzag connection between the two rods; (b) nonpolar planes connected between parallel oriented rods.
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atomic columns in HRTEM images, so that the orienta-
tion of asymmetric colloidal wurtzite nanoparticles can
be fully resolved. We have found that in the [0001]
direction a flat surface is formed with terminal Cd
atoms, as was expected theoretically from passivation
with surfactant molecules or vacancies.3,14 In the op-
posite, [000�1], polar direction, a sharp tip is formed,
due to oblique planes from higher index facets, expos-
ing Cd atoms with a lower number of dangling bonds
with respect to the three dangling bonds of the
(000�1) Cd-terminated surface. We have verified the
results determined from EW reconstruction by HAADF-
STEM images. After the polar crystallographic direc-
tions of the nanorods are solved, other details can then
be fully characterized, such as the faceting of the
nanorods, missing atoms at the surfaces, core position,
and bridging columns between nanorods. We con-
firmed experimentally in this way theoretical predic-
tions on the stability of these surfaces, together with

experimental speculations made on similar systems,
such as tetrapods and octapods, showing similar tip
and flat ends. Clearly, the approach used here can be
extended to other polar nanostructures and hetero-
structured materials, such as ZnO or III�V nanowires.
The identification and the characterization of the
surfaces in nanocrystals are indeed of interest to
relate structural and electronic properties in low-
dimensional materials, in view of their integration
in devices. The techniques for a detailed analysis of
the nanostructures at the atomic level are well devel-
oped (as the EW and the HAADF-STEM shown here),
and the damage to the sample during acquisition is
now the factor mostly limiting the resolution. New
highly sensitive detectors allowing for extremely low
electron doses are then necessary to reduce the
beam damage at the terminal atomic columns and
to support these ultra-high-resolution techniques on
nanostructures.

METHODS

Synthesis of the Nanorods. The samples investigated in this
work are colloidal core/shell wurtzite CdSe/CdS nanorods (see
again the sketch in Figure 1a)34,35 and the corresponding wurt-
zite ZnSe/ZnS nanorods36 derived from them via a sequence of
two cation exchange reactions, as described by us in previous
works.36,56 The samples were dispersed in toluene, deposited
on ultrathin carbon films (Ted Pella Inc.), and further annealed
under vacuum at about 100 �C for 10 min, to desorb excess
organic contaminants.

Experimental Conditions for NCSI Focal Series Acquisitions. HRTEM
images were acquired on a JEOL JEM-2200FS microscope
equipped with a 200 kV Schottky gun and a CEOS corrector in
the objective lens (see the Supporting Information for details
regarding the imaging conditions). The possibility of tuning the
spherical aberration permits to find a compromise between high
transfer amounts of higher frequencies (e.g., that needed to see
the dumbbells in the wurtzite CdSe/CdS nanorods) up to the
maximum frequency gmax (information limit) and a reduced
delocalization. Following the method explained by Urban
et al.,43 one ends up with the following formulas for the defocus
C1 and the spherical aberration C3:

C1 ¼ 16
9

1
λg2max

C3 ¼ � 64
27

1

λ3g4max

(1)

where λ is the electron wavelength and gmax = 8.5 nm�1 is the
measured information limit of the instrument. The chosen signs
are the ones corresponding to negative C3 imaging (NCSI), in
which atoms produce bright contrast.43 The images were ac-
quired at 2048 � 2048 resolution with a pixel corresponding to
0.012 nm, so as to sample the Nyquist frequency 1/2gmax

accurately. In this way the point spread function of the CCD
detector could be neglected. For image simulations, we used the
“multislice” method57 within the software STEM_CELL.58,59

Details of the Exit Wave Analysis. In order to obtain interpretable
information from EW reconstruction, we use the simple chan-
neling model.44 The intensity on the maxima can be written

ψ(r, z) ¼ 1þ C1sj1s(r � ri) exp �iπ E1s
E0

z

λ

� �
� 1

" #
(2)

with E1s and C1sφ1s(r� ri) the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the
dominant 1s state of the atom in the column, E0 is the incident
energy, and z is the depth. Equation 2 can be rewritten, by

substituting A(r � ri) = C1sφ1s(r � ri) with

ψ(r, z) ¼ 1 � A(r � ri )þA(r � ri) exp �iπ E1s
E0

z

λ

� �
(3)

This in the Argand�Gauss plane is a circle translated by the real
amount 1 � A.

The exit wave (i.e., the wave function at the exit plane of the
object) was retrieved using the iterative wave function restora-
tion (IWFR) software fromHREMResearch Inc. (Japan), using sets
of 20 images, after carefully measuring the defocus values by
fitting the diffractogram of the amorphous region (Figure S2a).
In the reconstructed exit waves the Cd (i.e., most intense)
peak positions have been fitted within STEM_CELL and an
Argand�Gauss plot for each maximum has been plotted. The
experimental plot is shown in Figure S2b. The data have been
fitted with a circle according to eq 3, finding a center at zc =
0.88 þ i0.29. This complex constant has been subtracted from
the data, obtaining a phase that is now directly proportional to
Zt, where Z is the atomic number and t is the specimen
thickness.

HAADF-STEM Images and Simulations. HAADF-STEM images were
acquired on a FEI Titan3 50-80 microscope equipped with both
image and probe correctors and working at 120 or 300 kV. The
acquisitions conditions were beam convergence 21.4 mrad,
probe nominal size 0.08 nm, and HAADF inner collection
semiangle approximately 30 mrad. To simulate the contrast in
the images, we used the linear model proposed by Kirkland57

and implemented in STEM_CELL. Intensity is calculated as:

I(r) ¼ P2XV2XS (4)

where P2 is the probe, V2 is the squared potential, and S is a
Gaussian (σ = 0.05 nm) to account for the finite source size.
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